Build a Food Web Project
As you have learned, a food web is a depiction of how energy moves through a community of
organisms. Food chains show only a single set of energy transfers, ignoring that many
organisms obtain energy from many different sources, and in turn may provide energy to
many different organisms. You will be building your own food web.
Procedure:
1. Obtain a piece of construction paper.
2. Use scissors to cut out the picture cards on the last 3 pages
3. Find the Color Key card. Use different colors to color each of the triangles on the card.
4. Paste the Color Key Card on the bottom right corner of the construction paper.
5. 6. Find the sun card and paste it to the upper-left corner of your construction paper.
6. Sort the remaining picture cards into groups according to the following trophic levels:
producers, primary consumers, secondary consumers, and tertiary consumers. For
example, plants are producers, snails are primary consumers, crayfish are secondary
consumers, and turtles are tertiary consumers.
7. Color the triangles in the upper right-hand corner of each picture card according to the
type of trophic level that each organism falls under.
8. Decide on 15 picture cards in which to construct a food web. Your food web must have at
least two organisms from each trophic level.
9. Arrange the 15 picture cards on your poster paper and then glue them in place. Use arrows
to show that energy is passed from one living organism to another (arrows go from the
plant or animal that is eaten to the animal doing the eating). An example of a marine food
web is shown below.

Once you have completed the food web, complete the tasks below.
Tasks / Questions:
1. What do the arrows in the food web represent?

2. What happens to the amount of available energy as you move up the food chain (ex:
moving from producer to primary consumer to secondary consumer)

3. Which trophic level (producers, primary consumers, secondary consumers, etc.) contains
the most biomass (largest population)? Why?

4. Using your food web, classify the different types of consumers in your food web as one of
the following:
 Carnivores:



Herbivores:



Scavengers:



Omnivores:



Decomposers:



Detritovores:

5. Draw in three different food chains based on the feeding relationships on your food web.

6. What would happen to your food web if aquatic plants died out because of pollution?
Explain.

7. What would happen to your food web if the population of a tertiary consumer was to
double? Explain.

8. Asian carp consume zooplankton, which many fishes typically feed on in their juvenile
stages, and have no known predators (in Asia). How would the introduction of Asian carp
affect your food web? Explain.

